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Closely related sets of genes are mutated in both breast and viral cancers
Bernard Friedenson
University of Illinois at Chicago, USA

Viral infections may play a larger role in breast cancer than previously thought. This is based on an in depth analysis of gene 
mutations in publicly available breast cancerDNA sequence data. Functions likely affected by ~8000 mutations in 124 

breast cancer genomes and exomes were compared to model viral cancer genomes (14 HPV cervical cancers). Like the viral 
cancers, all the breast cancers had damage to many genes essential for immune responses and barriers to infection. Most breast 
cancers had mutations in genes for multiple cell attachments, potentially opening easier routes for infectious particles. Normal 
breast epithelial cells have a basement membrane encircling a layer of breast duct myoepithelial cells. In breast cancers, genes 
essential for this basement membrane had mutations and specific myoepithelial cell markers under the basement membrane 
were sometimes absent. Genes that regulate, produce and circulate fluid around individual duct cells were almost always 
damaged. Other mutations altered genes for the dense, tightly packed cytoplasm and could degrade its architecture, leading to 
abnormal cell shapes. The nucleus contains additional formidable infection barriers with gene damage. In all, breast cancers 
paralleled viral cancers with damage to about 1000 identical or closely related genes. Damage to the immune system and 
barriers to infection may be missing links relating viral infection to cancer causation.
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